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Payroll Malaysia (PY-MY)

Purpose
This component allows you to process the payroll for employees of your organisation in Malaysia, using data from the SAP Personnel Administration component. Additionally, there are a number of payroll reports you can run.

Implementation Considerations
You should take into consideration the other areas in SAP HR, in particular Personnel Administration, when implementing the Malaysian payroll.

Integration
The payroll component is closely integrated with the other areas in SAP HR, as well as other SAP modules such as Financial Accounting and Controlling.
PY-MY Gross Part of Payroll Accounting

Purpose
The Gross Payroll processes employ data from Personnel Administration and generates wage types that are used in Net Payroll. Pre-tax deductions are included when processing Gross Payroll.
Annual Wage Supplement

Purpose

Annual Wage Supplement (AWS) is a common business practice in most companies in Malaysia, as well as other Asian countries. It is also known as the 13th month payment. It represents a single annual payment to employees that is supplementary to the total amount of annual wages. AWS is treated similarly to a bonus payment that depends on an employee’s basic pay.

Features

The following options are available:

- **Calculation base**
  
  You can determine whether the calculation of the AWS amount is based on an employee’s basic pay in a given payroll period or average basic pay over several payroll periods.

  The latter method can only be used if values for average basic pay were created during payroll processing.

- **AWS factor**
  
  You can determine a factor by which the calculation base is multiplied to provide the amount of the AWS payment.

- **Payment method**
  
  You can determine whether AWS is to be paid in one period or over multiple periods. For each AWS payment, you can specify whether it is to be included in the regular payroll run of the respective period, or whether it is to be paid in a special, off-cycle payroll run. The latter enables you to create flexible payment models.

  You want to pay 40% of an employee’s AWS immediately on calculation, while the rest is to be paid in the regular payroll run. This means that 40% is paid outside the regular payroll interval, thus making an off-cycle run necessary.

- **AWS for employees who leave the company**
  
  You can define special calculation rules for employees who leave the company during the period for which AWS calculation is performed. Alternatively, you can exclude these employees from AWS.

- **Pro-ratio**
  
  If an employee has not worked in the company for the whole year, you can determine how the AWS payment is to be pro-rated.

  Pro-rate according to the number of months or calendar days that the employee worked.

- **AWS for employees who are in their probation period**
  
  You can define calculation rules for employees whose probation period has not yet ended by the time AWS is calculated.
No AWS or AWS only paid on confirmation of employment.

- **Limits on the amount to be paid**

  You can specify a minimum and a maximum amount for the AWS payment. Alternatively, you can decide that a fixed amount is to be paid, overruling the calculation based on an employee’s basic pay.
Annual Wage Supplement

Purpose

The Annual Wage Supplement (AWS) is treated similarly to a bonus payment that depends on an employee's basic salary.

Prerequisites

The wage types that are to be used as AWS payments must be eligible for entry in the infotypes Additional Payments (0015) and Additional Payments Off-Cycle (0267), otherwise they cannot be stored in these infotypes.

Define the settings using the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component.
Choose AWS → Wage Types → Checking the Wage Type Catalog → Check entry permissibility of wage types per infotype [Extern].

All wage types relevant to an employee's AWS calculation must be assigned a corresponding specification in evaluation class 10 (BS-Wage type allocation for AWS reporting).

You can make this assignment in the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose AWS → Check wage types [Extern].

Process Flow

- Creating an Annual Wage Supplement payment

To calculate the AWS for an employee, run a program that performs the necessary calculations and creates the AWS payments as special wage types is run. These are then stored in the infotypes Additional Payments (0015) and Additional Payments Off-Cycle (0267), depending on whether payment is to be effected in a regular or an off-cycle payroll run.

To import the AWS wage types into the infotypes mentioned above, a batch input folder is created during AWS calculation.

- Payroll processing for AWS payments

After the AWS amount is calculated, payment is made depending on which infotype the results are stored in.

- AWS wage types stored in infotype 0015 are included and paid in the regular payroll run.
- AWS wage types stored in infotype 0267 are included and paid in an off-cycle payroll run.

You can split an employee's AWS into several payments that are made in different periods. This allows for a distribution of AWS over multiple regular payroll runs as well as for separation into multiple off-cycle and regular payroll runs.

The AWS amount that an employee is to receive is MYR 1000. AWS is calculated on December 10th, the next regular payroll run is performed on December 28th. MYR 400 is to be paid immediately, MYR 600 in the regular payroll run. This means that MYR 400 is entered in the infotype 0267, while MYR 600 are stored in infotype 0015.
When off-cycle payroll accounting is performed on December 10th, only the amount stored in infotype 0267 is processed, and the appropriate payment is made. When the regular payroll run is executed on December 28th, the MYR 600 stored in infotype 0015 are processed and paid with the employee’s regular salary.
AWS Bonus Calculation (RPCAWSR0)

Use
Using this function, you can calculate AWS (Annual Wage Supplement) for employees, as well as ex-employees, based on the basic pay or average basic pay information determined by the results of the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0).

Prerequisites
- Before running RPCAWSR0, all CPF reporting-related wage types in the Wage Type Valuation table (T512W) must be classified into evaluation class 10 (BS-Wage type allocation for AWS/FAP reporting).
- In the case where the selection criteria is Basic Salary based on Date of Basic Salary, you need to have maintain the following infotypes:
  - Organizational Assignment (0001)
  - Planned Working Time (0007)
  - Basic Pay (0008)
- The Payment wage type must be made eligible for either one / both of the following infotypes:
  - Additional Payments (0015)
  - One-Time Payments Off-Cycle (0267)

Features
- Information for Terminated Employees
  - For AWS for employees who terminated employment during the AWS period, you should specify a new factor. In addition, you can specify whether you would like to pay AWS for terminated employees who:
    - terminated during the probation period
    - terminated because of dismissal
    You need to set up the termination event and reason(s) for dismissal in user enhancement, XAWS0001, using transaction CMOD.
  - If you do not wish to pay AWS to terminated employees in general, you can still specify whether you want to pay AWS for employees who terminated on the last day of the AWS period. A new factor must be set up for this.
- Proration Rules
  - The general rules are:
    - Proration by number of months: additional part-month rounding rule must be specified. You can also add your own rules here.
    - Proration by working days: you can specify absence types excluded by the working day count.
    - Proration by calendar days.
- Rules on probation:
  - AWS beginning from:
    - hire date
    - confirmation date
  - If probation period has not completed within AWS period:
    - no AWS calculated
    - AWS calculated, and paid as usual
    - AWS calculated, but paid only upon confirmation

You can include your own proration rules in user enhancement XAWS0001 so that you can select user-defined prorating rules in the selection screen.

- Carrying Out Adjustments on Calculated AWS
  - Specifying a high limit
  - Specifying a low limit
  - Specifying a fixed amount
  - Specifying a factor of actual payment

- AWS calculation can be restricted to the race and/or religion of employees.

**See also:**

Creating an AWS Payment [Seite 14]
Generating AWS Bonuses

Prerequisites
AWS calculation can only be based on an employee's average basic pay if the applicable average wage type is determined in the payroll run and stored in the payroll result for the period concerned.

You can configure averages processing in the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose Time Wage Type Valuation → Averages [Extern].

If you want to pro-rate AWS according to the number of months that an employee has worked within the AWS period, you must determine how part-month periods are to be treated.

You can make the corresponding settings in the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose AWS → Maintain pro-rate types for AWS [Extern].

Procedure
1. From the SAP menu, choose Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Period-independent → Payroll-related area → Special pay AWS → AWS generation.
   
   The Malaysia Bonus (AWS) calculation entry screen appears.

2. Enter the Personnel numbers of employees for whom AWS is to be calculated.
   
   To use additional or different selection criteria instead (Example: payroll area), choose Further selections, then select the criteria you want to use.

3. In the AWS calculation Parameters section, you define the global parameters for the calculation:
   a. Enter the period for which AWS is to be taken into account.
   b. To calculate AWS based on an employee's basic pay in a particular payroll period, select Basic Salary and enter the Date of Basic Salary.
      
      To calculate AWS based on an employee's average basic pay, select Average of Basic. Enter the pay period from which the average basic pay is to be read and the corresponding average Wage Type.
   c. To determine the base AWS amount, enter the factor by which the employee's basic pay or average basic pay is to be multiplied.

4. In the Payment Information section, enter the necessary data for payroll processing:
   a. Enter the Wage type to be used for the AWS payment.
   b. Enter the reason for making the AWS payment.
   c. Enter the payroll period in which payment is effected.
   d. If the AWS payment is to be processed within the regular payroll run, select Reg. Payroll, otherwise, select Offcycle.
   e. To distribute payment among several payroll periods
i. Choose the **Further selections** button.

   The **Payment terms for calculated AWS** dialog window appears.

ii. Enter the individual payroll periods and the percentage to be paid in each of them.

iii. For every part-payment and period that you have entered, decide whether payment is to be effected in a regular or an off-cycle payroll run.

iv. Save your entries.

f. If the AWS payment is dependent on the employee's ethnic group or religion, enter these in the **Race / Religion** fields.

5. In the **AWS for Ex-Employee** section, you determine which special calculation rules apply to employees who leave the company during the AWS period:

   a. If AWS is to be calculated for an ex-employee, select **AWS for employee terminated during AWS period**.

   b. Choose **Calculation rule for Ex-employee** button.

      The **Additional information about terminated employee** dialog window appears.

   c. Enter the **AWS Calculation Factor** for the ex-employee(s).

   d. Decide whether AWS calculation is to be based on an ex-employee's basic pay at the qualifying date or at the termination date.

      If the former applies, enter the qualifying date.

   e. To exclude certain groups of ex-employees from AWS, choose **No prorated AWS for Ex-employee if...**

      The **No prorated AWS for Ex-employee if...** dialog window appears.

   f. Select the applicable reasons and choose **Enter**.

      The **Additional Information About Terminated Employee** dialog window re-appears.

   g. **Enter** to accept the data you entered and to leave the dialog window.

6. In the **General proration rule** section, you define processing rules for employees who have not worked for the complete specified AWS period.

   a. Determine whether pro-ration is based on the number of months, working days, or calendar days.

   b. If the pro-ration depends on the number of months and you want to apply additional calculation rules for part-month periods, choose **Multiple Selection** and select the applicable part-month rounding type.

   c. If the pro-ration depends on the number of working days and you want to exclude certain absences from pro-ration, choose **Types of absence excluded** and select the applicable absence types.

7. In the **Probation period** section, you define processing rule for employees whose probation period is part of the AWS period you specified above, or who are still on their probation period when AWS is calculated:

   a. Decide whether the qualifying date for the pro-ration of AWS for these employees is the hire date or the date when employment was confirmed.
Generating AWS Bonuses

b. If an employee still is on probation when AWS is calculated, decide whether AWS is excluded, or calculated and paid as usual, or paid only upon confirmation of the employee’s further employment.

8. If AWS is to be limited by a maximum amount, enter this amount in the High limit of AWS field.

9. If AWS must not fall below a minimum amount, enter this amount in the Low limit of AWS field.

10. If a flat amount is to be paid, enter this amount in the AWS paid as a fix amount field.

   If you enter a fixed amount for AWS, neither the evaluation of the employee’s basic pay nor any pro-ration will be performed.

11. Enter the batch input folder in which the results are to be stored, so as to make them available to payroll processing.

12. To perform a test run, select Test on.


   The system performs AWS calculation. Upon completion, it displays a list that states the number of employees for whom AWS has been calculated.

14. On the list, choose List Protocol to display the results. Choose List Error to display the personnel numbers for whom AWS could not be processed correctly.

15. Execute.

Result

The function creates a batch input folder for either the Additional Payments infotype (0015) or the One-Time Payments Off-Cycle infotype (0267), or both if Test on is switched off. Depending on the payment terms, AWS will be paid separately or together with payroll.
Running Batch Input for AWS Payments

Prerequisites

After you have completed AWS calculation, you must enter the results in the infotype Additional Payments (0015) and, if payment is to be made outside the regular payroll intervals, also in infotype Additional Payments Off-Cycle (0267).

You process the batch input folder in which the results were stored. This is a prerequisite for the correct processing of AWS in the payroll run.

See also: For general information on processing batch input folders, see Payroll in a Background Operation [Extern].

Procedure

1. From the pull-down menu, choose System → Services → Batch input → Sessions.
   
The Batch Input: Session Overview screen appears.

2. Select the session that contains the batch input folder in which you stored the results of the AWS calculation.
   
The session concerned is highlighted.

3. Choose Session → Unlock.


5. Choose Session → Process Session.
   
The Batch Input Monitoring dialog window appears.

6. Select the applicable run mode and choose Process.

The system processes the batch input folder. You can check the processing status by selecting the session and choosing Goto → Log from the pull-down menu.
Processing Off-Cycle AWS Payments

Prerequisites
To effect payment of AWS or a part of AWS outside the regular payroll schedule, perform an off-cycle payroll run.

Off-cycle payroll runs only process wage types stored in the infotype Additional Payments Off-Cycle (0267). Other elements of an employee's remuneration, such as basic pay or recurring payments, are not included.

See also: Payroll Basics [Extern]
Payroll Activities [Extern].

Procedure
1. From the Area Menu, choose Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs activities → Period independent → Payroll-related area → Special Pay AWS → AWS payroll run.
2. Enter the payroll area and the applicable payroll period.
3. Enter the personnel numbers of the relevant employees.
4. Enter the reason for the off-cycle run.
5. In the Off-cycle payroll field, enter A as the payroll type and the date of the off-cycle run.

   This date must be identical with the entry date of the respective AWS payment from infotype Additional Payments Off-Cycle (0267).
6. Set the general payroll processing parameters to meet your requirements.
7. Choose Execute.

   The system processes the off-cycle AWS payments for the personnel numbers you selected.
8. Check the payroll log. If the payroll run was performed successfully, you can start payment of the AWS amounts.
Advance Payments

Purpose
Advance Payments is a common business practice in Malaysia and other Asian countries. This advance is paid before a major festival. Each company can have its own policy on how much each employee receives as an advance payment and the amount is recovered over a few months.

The SAP System provides a flexible solution for processing advance payments.

Features
The following options are available:

- Advance payment type
  You can create different types of advance payments and define processing rules for each of them.

- Regular or off-cycle payment
  Besides paying an advance in a regular payroll run, you can also effect payments outside regular payroll intervals.

- Eligibility for different categories of advance payments
  You can define eligibility rules at employee level as well as at employee group level. The former always overrides the latter. This means you can rule out individual employees from receiving an advance payment that they would normally receive.

  Criteria for checking the eligibility at employee group levels include, for example, organizational units, pay scale types, ethnic origin, and job categories.

- Recovery deductions
  You can determine whether an advance is to be recovered over one or multiple periods. In the latter case, you can specify the amount deducted in each period.

  Each deduction is included in payroll processing for the employee concerned.
Advance Payments

Purpose

Every employee is eligible for a certain percentage of their basic pay as an advance from their Employer Company during a selected number of festivals in the year. The festivals for which the employee is eligible depends on factors such as their religion for religious festivals and so on. Any such advances paid to employees must be paid outside the normal payroll run and are later deducted from the regular payroll run.

Prerequisites

Wage types for which advance payments are possible must be eligible for entry in the infotypes Additional Payments (0015) and Additional Payments Off-Cycle (0267), otherwise they cannot be stored in these infotypes.

Define the settings using the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component.

Choose Advance Payments → Wage Types → Checking the Wage Type Catalog → Check entry permissibility of wage types per infotype. [Extern]

Process Flow

- Defining eligibility for advance payments
  
  To control eligibility for advance payments at employee level, you define which types of advances an employee can receive.

  Use infotype General Eligibility (0374).

- Creating an advance payment
  
  To calculate an advance payment for an employee, run a program that performs the necessary calculations and creates the advance payment and the respective recovery deductions as special wage types.

  These must be stored in the infotypes Additional Payments (0015) and Additional Payments Off-cycle (0267), depending on whether payment is to be effected in a regular or an off-cycle payroll run.

  To import the advance payment wage types into the infotypes mentioned above, a batch input folder is created. You must complete this before payroll processing for the relevant payroll periods is complete.

- Payroll processing of advance payments
  
  After the amount of the advance payment has been determined, payment is made depending on which infotype the results are stored in:

  - Advance payment wage types stored in infotype 0015 are included and paid in the regular payroll run.
  - Advance payment wage types stored in infotype 0267 are included and paid in an off-cycle payroll run.

  Recovery of an advance payment is performed in regular payroll runs as well.

  Recovery in multiple periods is also possible.
Defining Eligibility for Advance Payments

Use

Instead of entering the eligibility criteria manually everytime you create an advance payment, you can control these using the LFSTV feature. You can set up a decision tree that automatically determines whether an employee can receive a certain advance payment. If so, the feature returns the applicable amount or percentage of the employee’s basic pay to be used for the advance.

Define the settings in the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose Advance Payments → Maintain entitlement conditions [Extern].

Prerequisites

Whether an employee can receive an advance payment is controlled through infotype General Eligibility (0374). In this infotype, advance payments are grouped into categories that share common features, for example, festival advances.

You can specify an employee’s eligibility for each entry pertaining to a given category, for example, festival advance, New Year’s Eve, Christmas Day, and Labour Day.

Procedure

1. From the Area Menu, choose Human Resources → Personnel Management → Administration → HR Master Data → Maintain.

   The Maintain HR Master Data screen appears.

2. Enter the Personnel no. of the employee an advance payment record is to be created for.

3. Enter the infotype General Eligibility (0374).

4. Enter the subtype Festival Advance (01).

   This type of advance is only an example. You can define other advance types via Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose Advance Payment → Define advance type. [Extern]

5. Choose Create or Maintain.

6. Select all advance payment types that the employee can receive.

7. Save.
Advance Payment Calculation (RPIADVL0)

Use

This function facilitates the payment and recovery of advance payment for up to six months.

Prerequisites

Before running this function, you need to answer the following:

- Is the advance payment going to be a regular payment or an off-cycle payment?
- Will there be recovery of this advance payment?
- Is it going to be a 'fixed rule' type of advance payment?
  - The use of the Eligibility for Advance Payment feature (LFSTV).
- Is it going to be a 'non-fixed rule' type of advance payment?
  - Deactivation of the Eligibility for Advance Payment feature (LFSTV).

If you require the advance payment to be paid on an individual basis (per employee), maintain their eligibility for advance via the General Eligibility infotype (0374).

Features

- To decide the relevant wage type for advance payment, the amount to be paid and who is eligible for the advance, the Eligibility for Advance Payment feature (LFSTV) is used.
- Information such as ethnic group and religion is available from the same feature.
- You can opt for manual input if you decide not to use the feature LFSTV.
- You can make use of the General Eligibility infotype (0374) to decide which employee is eligible for the advance payment.
- Advance payment deduction is also available in this function.
- You can create a batch input for advance payments, together with their recoveries.
- A log of advance payments and any errors will be displayed as HR_DISPLAY_BASIC_LIST.

See also:

Running Advance Payment (RPIADVL0) [Extern]
Generating Advance Payments

Prerequisites

The processing of an advance payment depends on the advance payment type.

You can maintain these in the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose Advance Payment → Define advance type [Extern].

Deductions for the recovery of advance payments are subject to the processing rules concerning deduction priorities and arrears.

You can make the necessary settings in the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose Deductions → Arrears and Priorities [Extern].

Procedure

1. From the Area Menu, choose Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Period-independant → Payroll-related area → Advance Payment → Generation.

   The Batch Input for Advance Payment screen appears.

2. Enter the personnel numbers of the employees for whom an advance payment is to be generated.

3. Enter the country code 14 for Malaysia.

4. Enter the date of the advance payment.

5. In the Advance Type (Subtype/Category) field, enter the type and category of the advance payment (for example, 01 and 01 for Festival Advance / New Year).

6. If you want the system to check an employee’s eligibility for the advance payment concerned, select the field Refer to General Eligibility Infotype (I0374).

7. If you want to deduct an employee’s recurring deductions from the advance payment, select the Include deduction field.

8. Decide how the advance payment is to be made:

   a. If it is part of the regular payroll run, select the Regular payment field, and enter the date of the advance payment.

   b. If it is to be paid in a special, off-cycle payroll run, select the Off-cycle payment field. In the Date of Advance Payment field, enter A for the payroll type, a number that identifies the special run, and the date on which the advance payment is to be effected.

9. If you do not want the system to perform an automatic determination of the advance amount, choose Deactivate Feature LFSTV button in order to maintain the respective data manually.

   a. Several new fields appear in the Feature Activation section.

   b. In the Ethnic Grp./Religion field, enter the ethnic grouping and religion that employees must belong to in order to receive the payment.

      If the payment does not depend on these, leave both fields blank.
Generating Advance Payments

c. Enter the amount of the advance payment or the percentage of the employee’s basic pay that is to be paid in advance.

d. Enter the wage type for the advance payment.

e. Enter a high limit and a low limit for the advance payment.

10. In the Recover Wage Type field, enter the wage type for the recovery of the advance payment.

11. Determine the recovery period:
    a. If the advance payment is to be recovered in a single payroll period, enter the recovery date.
    b. If the advance payment is to be recovered in multiple periods, select Recover in Multiple Periods.

    Several new fields appear in the Recover Advance Payment section.

    Enter the periods and the percentage to be recovered in each of these.

12. If the system is to display all deductions taken from the advance payment on the results list, select the List all deduction field.

13. If the system is to display all deductions for the recovery of the advance payment on the results list, select the List all recovery field.

14. To subdivide the results list according to the organizational assignment of the employees concerned, select Organizational Units.

    The Field selection dialog window appears.

    a. Select the organizational units you want to use as criteria for the subdivision of the results list.

    b. Enter to accept your selection and to return to the main screen.

15. In the Generation Type section, you determine the way the results are stored:

    a. For immediate storage of the results, select the field:

        i. Display screens, if you want to have every screen displayed that is being processed

        ii. Do not display screens, if you do not want any screens displayed that are being processed

        iii. Display errors only, if you want to have only those screens displayed in which errors occur during processing

    b. To store the results using a batch input folder, select Batch Input.

        The Name of batch input session field appears in the Generation Type section. In this field, enter the name of the batch input folder to be used for storage.

16. To perform a test run, set the Test Run Without Generation field.

17. Execute.

Result

The system processes the advance payment for the employees you selected. Upon completion, a list of the results is generated together with any errors in the form of a log (HR_DISPLAY_BASIC_LIST).
Running Batch Input for Advance Payments

Prerequisites

- After you have completed advance payments calculation, you must enter the results in the infotype Additional Payments (0015). If payment is to be effected outside the regular payroll intervals, you enter the results in infotype Additional Payments Off-Cycle (0267).

- You process the batch input folder in which the results are stored. This is essential for the correct processing of advance payments in the payroll run.

See also: Payroll in a Background Operation [Extern].

Procedure

1. On the initial entry screen, choose System → Services → Batch Input → Sessions.

   The Batch Input: Session Overview screen appears.

2. Select the session that contains the batch input folder in which you stored the results of the advance payment calculation.

   The session concerned is highlighted on the screen.

3. Choose Session → Unlock.


5. Choose Session → Process Session.

   The Batch Input Monitoring dialog window appears.

6. Select the applicable run mode and choose Process.

The system processes the batch input folder. You can check the processing status by selecting the session and choosing Goto → Log from the pull-down menu.
Processing Off-Cycle Advance Payments

Prerequisites
To make an advance payment or a part payment outside the regular payroll schedule, you must perform an off-cycle payroll run.

Off-cycle payroll runs only process wage types stored in the infotype Additional Payments Off-Cycle (0267). Other elements of an employee's remuneration, such as basic pay or recurring payments, are not included.

See also: Payroll Basics [Extrem]
Payroll Activities [Extrem].

Procedure
1. From the Area Menu, choose Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs activities → Period independant → Payroll-related area → Advance Payment → Payroll run.
2. Enter the payroll area and the applicable payroll period.
3. Enter the personnel numbers of employees for whom off-cycle advance payments are to be processed.
4. Enter the reason for the payroll run.
5. In the Off-cycle payroll field, enter Bonus Payment (A) as the payroll type, a number that identifies the off-cycle run, and the date of the off-cycle run.
   The date must be identical with the entry date of the respective advance payment from infotype One-Time Payments Off-Cycle (0267).
6. Set the remaining payroll processing parameters to meet your requirements.
7. Choose Execute.
   The system processes the off-cycle advance payments for the employees you selected.
8. Check the Payroll Log [Extrem]. If the payroll run was performed successfully, start payment of the advances.
**PY-MY Net Part of Payroll Accounting**

**Purpose**

The Net Payroll converts gross wages into net wages and processes taxes for employees. Gross wages include wage types entered in Personnel Administration and generated in Gross Payroll. The Net Payroll also includes processing EPF, SOCSO, and HRDF.

The Net Payroll generates a results cluster of wage types for employees in the payroll run. This cluster serves as the basis for all further processing and output from the payroll system. This includes the generation of statutory reports.

**Integration**

The Net Payroll is closely integrated with the other areas in SAP HR, as well as other SAP modules such as Financial Accounting and Controlling.
Scheduled Tax Deduction

Purpose

The employer deducts tax from the employee’s wages as and when paid, in installments towards the employee’s annual tax liability. The guidelines for tax calculation takes into consideration the gender, marital status, and the number of dependants of the employee.

Implementation Considerations

You can use this component only if a record exists in infotype Schedular Tax Deduction (0198) for your employee.

Integration

The family details and marital status in infotype Schedular Tax Deduction (0198) is obtained from infotype Personal Data (0002) or input manually.

Features

The STD component allows you to carry out the following:

- Compute normal and other earnings based on maximum deductibles
- Compute earnings for off-cycle based on the previous month’s earnings
- Process deductions on normal earnings
- Process deductions on other earnings
Processing Schedular Tax Deduction

Purpose
The payroll portion of tax computation involves a function LTAX (Process STD Tax). This function retrieves STD information for the employee using infotypes Schedular Deduction Tax (0198) and Family/Related Person (0021), and calculates the tax based on normal and other earnings of the employee.

Prerequisites
The following actions must be performed:
- Infotypes Schedular Deduction Tax (0198) and Family/Related Person (0021) must be entered.
- Set up the LTAXD feature using the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose Tax → Schedular Tax Deduction → Determine tax category [Extern].
- Set up the tax payee details and employer tax reference number using the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose Tax → Setting Tax Payee and Employer Reference Number. [Extern]

Process Flow
The following are the processing steps for STD:
- Data in infotype Schedular Deduction Tax (0198) is read.
- The values for total tax earnings are obtained i.e. normal and other earnings.
- The statutory tax rates table is read.
- The various deductions based on constants stored in the statutory constants table are computed.
- The tax structure of the payroll results is filled.

Result
The monthly tax deduction is calculated.
- If a monthly payroll was run, CP39 is printed.
- If an annual payroll was run, the following are printed:
  - EA Form
  - CP159
  - PCB 2(II)
  - Summary EA Form
Determine Tax Payable

Purpose

At the end of each calendar year, employers are required to give to each employee and the Inland Revenue Board (IRB) a statement (Form CP8A/EA) showing the total remuneration paid for the year and the amount of tax deductions made.

Although a schedule is provided by the IRB, the system uses a pre-determined formula that reflects the schedule.

Prerequisites

- Employers must determine the employee’s tax category based on marital status and number of dependants. Categories include:
  - Category 1 (Single persons and married women)
  - Category 2 (Married men with non-working wives)
  - Category 3 (Married men with working wives and divorced women with dependants).
- For this purpose, dependant means:
  - an unmarried dependant legitimate child, step-child or child adopted in accordance with any law and who is under 18 years of age
  - if the child is more than 18 years of age, the child must be in full-time education
  - a physically or mentally disabled child (for whom there is no age limit)
- Where an employee is a divorcee, a widow, or a widower, and pays for the maintenance of the children, Category 3 of the schedule applies.
- Where that employee has no children, Category 1 applies.

Process Flow

The processing steps for determining tax deductions are:

- All the earnings which are taxable are cumulated to form the gross taxable amount.
- The net taxable amount is determined after deducting any of the following tax reliefs:
  - Marriage allowance
  - Spouse relief
  - Wife rebate
  - Single allowance
  - Dependant allowance
  - Self rebate
- The amount of deduction for tax is determined based on the Schedule of Monthly Tax Deductions provided by the IRB.
In the case of bonuses, the monthly component is used to calculate the tax on bonus for the month which is projected for the whole year. In this case, the last normal payroll run is used.

**Result**

The result of this process is the amount of tax payable.
Create an STD Deduction

Use

The purpose of creating an STD deduction record for an employee is so that payroll can use the information to calculate the STD deductions for a period.

Prerequisites

The tax rates must be entered before performing the following procedure.

You can configure the Tax rates using the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose Tax → Maintain tax rates [Extern].

Procedure

1. From the Area Menu, choose Human Resources → Personnel Management → Administration → HR Master Data → Maintain.
2. Enter the Personnel no. of the employee that an STD record is to be created for.
3. Enter the Infotype Schedular Deduction Tax (0198).
4. Enter the Subtype Schedular Tax Deduction (01).
5. Choose Create.
6. Enter the effective date period for STD deductions.
7. In the Employee Information group box:
   a. Enter the Income tax number issued by the Inland Revenue Board (IRB).
   b. Enter the Income tax office to which the employee's tax will be remitted.
   c. If the employee is contributing tax, select Contributing to tax
   d. If the employer is contributing tax on behalf of the employee, select Tax paid by empr.
      You cannot select both Contributing to tax and Tax paid by empr.
8. In the Family Information group box:
   a. If the employee's tax-related information is to be derived from infotype Family/Related Person (0021), select From family infotype.
   b. Enter all relevant data.
9. Save.

To verify your entries for all employees, use the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose Tax → Generate tax checklist [Extern]. This checklist contains a table of tax rates for different income ranges based on the tax category and number of dependents specified in the selection screen.
Tax CP39 Monthly Report (RPCT39L0)

Use

This function generates the Tax Form CP39 for every employee who has valid payroll results, determined by the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), for a specific month.

Features

Based on the results from the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), the CP39 form is generated and the following features are available:

- A separate SAPScript report (hardcopy) and a separate file (softcopy) is generated for each Employer Reference Number.
- Old CP38 contributions are included in the calculations for CP39 where applicable.
- SAPScript can make the necessary font substitutions to suit various printers and thus retain the global layout.
- The function uses SAPScript to control the layout of the CP39 form. Each time the format changes, SAP changes the SAPScript to match the new layout and makes this available to customers.
- The softcopy of the same can be generated either on your local hard disk/floppy (presentation server) or a Unix file on tape (application server).

See also:

Creating CP39 for Tax [Seite 34]
Generating CP39 for Tax

Use
In this procedure, you are led through the steps to generate the CP39 form.

Procedure
From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Per payroll period → Legal reporting → Tax → Tax (CP39).

The RPCT39L0 entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

⚠️ If a range of personnel numbers are entered on this selection section, each CP39 report will be generated with a unique number starting from the lower value in the range. In case the number of reports generated for the given set of personnel numbers exceeds this number range, subsequent reports will not have a number.

1. **Employer's Ref no.**
   - This report can only be run for one employer reference number for the personnel number range entered in the standard selection section above.

2. Select the appropriate **Payment mode** (check, bank draft or money order) to effect payment of tax to the tax office.

3. **Branch** denotes the bank/post office branch name.

4. The **Remittance date** is the date that will be printed on the SAPScript report. The default is the system date.

5. If **Testing (Tape/Disk)/Background** is flagged, the PC/Unix files will not be generated.

6. The **Customer Layout** button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.

7. **Officer In-charge** is the name of the person to be referred to by the EPF Board if required. The default is derived from table T526 (Administrators).

8. The default for **IC Number** is derived from the Personal IDs infotype (0185) if a link is maintained in the Communication infotype (0105) for subtype System user name (0001).

9. The **Designation** of the officer in-charge is derived from the Organizational Assignment infotype (0001).

10. The default **Phone No** of the officer in-charge is derived from the Administrators table (T526).

11. **Execute**.

Result

- A CP39 report is printed for each Employer Reference Number.
- A CP39 report is printed for every employee based on the Employer Reference Number.
Tax CP159 Monthly Report (RPCTRNL0)

Use
This function updates the Tax Reporting Receipt Nos. table (T5LRN), on a monthly basis, to be used for the annual CP159 report.

Prerequisites
The monthly CP39 report needs to be run before CP159 is executed.

Activities
From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Per payroll period → Legal reporting → Tax → Prepare for CP159/PCB2(II).

  The Updation of T5LRN entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section on the entry screen, the following additional parameter needs to be provided:

1. **Employer's Ref no.**
   
   The report can be run only on a monthly basis for a particular Employer Reference Number for the personnel number range entered in the standard selection section above.

2. **Execute.**
Tax PCB2(II) Monthly Report (RPCTP2L0)

Use

This report displays the monthly tax deductions for an employee together with the receipt number and date. This is a legal requirement and it is distributed to the employee at the end of the year.

This program reads the data stored in the cluster as in the case of EA form and prints the report. The receipt details are read from the table for Tax Receipt Entry (T5LCT).

Activities

From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Period-independent → Legal reporting → Tax → PCB2(II).

The Summary of Employee Tax Contribution - PCB 2(II) entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

1. Employer's Reference No.
   This report can only be run for one employer reference number for the personnel number range entered in the standard selection section above.

2. Enter the Tax Assessment Year for which the CP22A Form needs to be printed.

3. The Customer Layout button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.

4. Enter the Tax Office Address.

5. Enter the Name of the person to be referred to by the IRB (Inland Revenue Board) if required. The default is derived from the Administrators table (T526).

6. The Designation of the officer in-charge is derived from the Organizational Assignment infotype (0001).

7. The default Telephone No of the officer in-charge is derived from the Administrators table (T526).

8. Select program->Execute.
Tax CP159 Annual Report (RPCT59L0)

Use
This program reads the data stored in the cluster as in the case of EA form and prints the CP159 form (Borang 159). The receipt details are read from the table for Tax Receipt Entry (T5LCT).

Features
- It displays a summary of tax deductions for each month for all employees under every Employer Reference Number.
- The employees' Benefits-in-Kind are also summed up to the gross salaries.

Activities
1. From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Annual → Legal reporting → Taxes → CP159.
   The Summary of Tax Deductions CP159 entry screen appears.
2. Employer's Reference No.
   The report can be run only on an annual basis for a particular Employer Reference Number range.
3. Enter the Tax Assessment Year.
4. Enter the company's Nature of Business and Employer's Income Tax Number.
5. Officer In-charge is the name of the person to be referred to by the EPF Board if required.
   The default is derived from the Administrators table (T526).
6. The default for IC Number is derived from the Personal IDs infotype (0185) if a link is maintained in the Communication infotype (0105) for the System user name subtype (0001).
7. The Designation of the officer in-charge is derived from the Organizational Assignment infotype (0001).
8. The default Phone No of the officer in-charge is derived from the Administrators table (T526)
9. The Customer Layout button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.
Tax Paid Receipt Detail Entry (SAPM59L0)

Use
This is a transaction report which accepts Receipt Date, Receipt Number and Check Number for monthly tax submission done via CP39.

After submitting the monthly tax report (CP39), the employer gets a receipt for the payment of tax, and the receipt details are entered via this transaction.

These receipt details are used in the year-end CP159 and PCB2(II) reports.

Prerequisites
The monthly CP39 report needs to be run to update the Tax Reporting Receipt Nos. table (T5LRN).

Features
The report captures the receipt number, receipt date and check number for the tax contributions submitted for the month.
EA Form for Tax Report (RPCTEAL0)

Use

This report generates the EA Form to be filled in by the employer for filing of annual tax returns of the employee for the year. Based on the results generated for the current financial year from the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), the EA Form is generated.

The EA Form has been modified to include Section F, that is, all the retroactive payments for the previous years or periods in the current year as arrears. It also includes the arrears on bonus for the previous years or periods in the current year.

Note

The new solution calculates section F for more than two years. But it is populated only for the last two years in the current release as there are only two lines on the EA form.

Features

Based on the results from the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), the EA Form is generated and the following features are available:

- The EA Form is printed at the end of the year. More than one form will be printed in case the Employer Tax Reference number, or the Employee Tax Reference number or the tax office changes.
- The function uses SAPScript to control the layout of the EA Form. Each time the format changes, SAP changes the SAPScript to match the new layout and makes this available to customers.
- The softcopy of the same can be generated either on your local hard disk/floppy (presentation server) or a Unix file on tape (application server).
- SAPScript can make the necessary font substitutions to suit various printers and thus retain the global layout.
- Arrears pertaining to previous years without triggering a retroactive payroll run by making use of model wage types with new specification P1 and P2. P1 denotes the previous year and P2 is two years pervious to the current year.
- All arrears paid through retroactive runs.
- A new EA breakdown list, which contains details of the monthly tax paid by the employee. This is a non-legal report. This report will only report wages under the heads Basic, BIK allowances, Tax paid, EPF paid. If you have added any new specification, the program does not list the wagetype and specification.

See also:

Generating EA Form [Seite 41]
Preparing EA Form (RPCTSQL0)

Use
This report generates sequence numbers based on a given criteria and stores the data in the Serial no. Table for EA form table (T5LSQ). The given criteria are:

- Employer Reference Number
- Status (each sorted in alphabetical order)
  - Active
  - Joiner
  - Leaver

The sequence number resets for each Employer Reference Number.

Prerequisites
The CP39 report must have been run and the Tax Reporting Receipt Nos. table (T5LRN) updated.

Activities
From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Annual → Legal reporting → Taxes → Prepare EA Form (Seq. no. Generation).

The Prepare EA form entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

9. **Employer’s Reference No:**
   - This report can only be run for one employer reference number for the personnel number range entered in the standard selection section above.

10. Enter the **Tax Assessment Year** for which the EA Form needs to be printed.

11. **Execute.**

⚠️ If you have generated sequence numbers for a set of employees, and in the process, have forgotten an employee number, it is required that you generate, once again, the sequence numbers for the Employer Reference Number in question.
Generating EA Forms

Use
In this procedure, you are led through the steps to generate the EA Form.

Procedure
From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Annual → Legal reporting → Taxes → EA form.

The EA Form entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

1. Enter the taxation year for which the EA Form needs to be printed in Year of EA Tax Assessment.
2. You can enter the Employee Residential Address, Spouse Residential Address and Accomodation Address, if required.
3. Enter the bonus period.
4. The Customer Layout button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.
5. To print the Break down list report, select the EA with Breakdown list option.

Result
- An EA Form is printed for each Employer Reference Number.
- A Break Down list is printed for each employee based on the Employer Reference Number.
- An EA Form is printed for every employee based on the Employer Reference Number.
- A sorted EA summary report.
- An EA Return on Remuneration (ROR) report.
CP21 Tax Form (RPCT21L0)

Use
The CP21 Form is printed and sent to the tax office by the employer each time an employee leaves the country.

Features
- The CP21 Form is printed ad-hoc. More than one form will be printed in case the Employer or Employee Tax Reference number changes.
- The function uses SAPScript to control the layout of the CP21 Form. Each time the format changes, SAP changes the SAPScript to match the new layout and makes this available to customers.
- The softcopy of the same can be generated either on your local hard disk/floppy (presentation server) or a Unix file on tape (application server).
- SAPScript can make the necessary font substitutions to suit various printers and thus retain the global layout.

Activities
From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Period-independent → Legal reporting → Tax → CP21.

The CP21 (Tax) Malaysia entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

7. Enter the taxation year for which the CP21 Form needs to be printed in Year of CP21 Tax Assessment.

8. You can enter the Present Address and Correspondence Address.

9. The Customer Layout button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.

10. Enter the Tax Office Address.

11. Execute.
**CP22 Tax Form (RPCT22L0)**

**Use**

The CP22 Form is printed and sent to the tax office by the employer each time he or she hires an individual.

**Features**

- The CP22 Form is printed ad-hoc.
- The function uses SAPScript to control the layout of the CP22 Form. Each time the format changes, SAP changes the SAPScript to match the new layout and makes this available to customers.
- The softcopy of the same can be generated either on your local hard disk/floppy (presentation server) or a Unix file on tape (application server).
- SAPScript can make the necessary font substitutions to suit various printers and thus retain the global layout.

**Activities**

From the SAP menu, select **Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Period-independent → Legal reporting → Tax → CP22.**

The CP22 (Tax) Malaysia entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

12. Enter the taxation year for which the CP22 Form needs to be printed in **Year of CP22 Tax Assessment.**

13. You can enter the **Present Residential Address** and **Present Correspondence Address.**

14. The **Customer Layout** button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.

15. **Officer in charge** is the name of the person to be referred to by the IRB (Inland Revenue Board) if required. The default is derived from the **Administrators table (T526).**

16. The **Designation** of the officer in-charge is derived from the **Organizational Assignment infotype (0001).**

17. Enter the **Tax Office Address.**

18. **Execute.**
CP22A Tax Form (RPCT2AL0)

Use

The CP22A Form is printed and sent to the tax office by the employer each time an employee leaves the organization.

Features

- The CP22A Form is printed ad-hoc.
- The function uses SAPScript to control the layout of the CP22A Form. Each time the format changes, SAP changes the SAPScript to match the new layout and makes this available to customers.
- The softcopy of the same can be generated either on your local hard disk/floppy (presentation server) or a Unix file on tape (application server).
- SAPScript can make the necessary font substitutions to suit various printers and thus retain the global layout.

Activities

From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Period-independent → Legal reporting → Tax → CP22A.

The CP22A (Tax) Malaysia entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

19. Enter the taxation year for which the CP22A Form needs to be printed in Year of CP22A Tax Assessment.
20. You can enter the Present Address and Future Address.
21. The Customer Layout button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.
22. Enter the Tax Office Address.
23. Officer in-charge is the name of the person to be referred to by the IRB (Inland Revenue Board) if required. The default is derived from the Administrators table (T526).
24. The default for IC Number is derived from the Personal IDs infotype (0185) if a link is maintained in the Communication infotype (0105) for the System user name subtype (0001).
25. The Designation of the officer in-charge is derived from the Organizational Assignment infotype (0001).
26. The default Phone No of the officer in-charge is derived from the Administrators table (T526).
27. Enter the Fax No. if available.
28. Execute.
Additional Tax Deduction

Purpose
In some circumstances, the Inland Revenue Board (IRB) can request employers to recover the tax owed by employees through the employees' wages. The notification to employers is through a form, CP38. The employees' details in the form is used by the employer to effect the recovery of Schedular Tax Deductions (STD) from wages.

Implementation Considerations
You decide whether to use this component based on:

- Receipt of CP38 from IRB
- If employee(s) receive additional taxable income.

Integration
This component is related to infotype Schedular Tax Deduction (0198) with subtype CP38 Tax Deduction (02), and in turn to infotype Additional Tax Deduction (0199).
Additional Tax Deduction

Purpose
The payroll processing for additional tax deduction (ATD) involves creating a function that retrieves additional tax information for the employee and calculates the tax payable on the amounts from each of its subtypes:

- CP38 - Monthly Deduction
- CP38 - Bonus Deduction
- Tax - Additional Deduction.

Prerequisites
- Set up the tax payee details and employer tax reference number. You can do this in the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose Tax → Setting Tax Payee and Employer Reference Number [Extern].
- You must update infotype Schedular Tax Deduction (0198) with subtype CP38 Tax Deduction (02).
- You must update infotype Additional Tax Deduction (0199).

Process Flow
The processing steps for Additional Tax Deduction are:

- Data is read from infotype Additional Tax Deduction (0199).
- The amount fields are obtained from the infotype record.
- The table for getting the pay periods for each of the subtypes is read.
- The tax structure of the payroll results is filled.

Result
The monthly tax deduction is calculated.

- If a monthly payroll is run, CP39 is printed.
- If an annual payroll is run, the following are printed:
  - EA Form
  - CP159
  - PCB 2(II)
  - Summary EA Form
Creating a CP38 Deduction

Use

In certain circumstances, the Inland Revenue Board (IRB) can require employers to recover tax owed by employees through deductions from monthly wages by issuing the Form CP38 to employers. Employers must then deduct CP38 and STD amounts from employees' remuneration.

The purpose of this procedure is to create the relevant CP38 deduction records for the affected employees so that payroll can use the information to effect the deductions for the month.

Prerequisites

The additional tax types for Malaysia must be entered before proceeding with the following procedure.

You can configure the additional tax types using the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose Tax → CP38 → Define different tax information for CP38 [Extern].

Procedure

1. From the Area Menu, choose Human Resources → Personnel Management → Administration → HR Master Data → Maintain.
2. Enter the Personnel no. of the employee that a CP38 record is to be created for.
3. Enter the infotype Schedular Deduction Tax (0198).
4. Enter the subtype CP-38 Tax Deduction (02).
5. Choose Create.
6. Enter the effective date period for CP38 deductions.
7. In the Employee Information group box:
   a. Enter the Income tax number issued by the Inland Revenue Board (IRB).
   b. Enter the Income tax office to which the employee’s tax will be remitted.
8. If the employer is contributing tax on behalf of the employee, select Tax paid by empr.
9. Save.

Result

A CP38 record has been created. To fulfill the conditions for a CP38 deduction, you must perform the subsequent procedure, Create an Additional Tax Deduction. [Seite 48]
Create an Additional Tax Deduction

Use

The purpose of the following procedure is to create an Additional Tax deduction record for the employee to fulfill all CP38 deduction requirements for the month.

Prerequisites

The infotype *Scheduler Deduction Tax (0198) Subtype CP-38 Tax Deduction (02)* must be updated prior to proceeding with the following procedure.

Procedure

1. From the Area Menu, choose *Human Resources* → *Personnel Management* → *Administration* → *HR Master Data* → *Maintain*.

2. Enter the *Personnel no.* of the employee that you want to create an Additional Tax record for.

3. Enter the infotype *Addl. tax deduction (0199)*.

4. In the *STy* field, enter one of the following tax types:
   a. 01 (CP38-Monthly Ded.)
   b. 02 (CP38-Bonus Ded.)
   c. 03 (Tax-Additional Ded.)

5. *Create*.

6. Enter the effective date period for Additional Tax deductions based on the tax type chosen.

7. Enter the amount to be deducted as Additional Tax.

8. *Save*. 
Employees' Provident Fund

Purpose

The Employees' Provident Fund (EPF) is a compulsory provident fund scheme for all employees in Malaysia. Contributions for employee and employer are based on a percentage set by the Government. Rates can vary, but must never go below the statutory rate. Employees can also choose to contribute a flat sum in addition to their existing contribution. In this case, the amount must be greater than or equal to the amount calculated if the percentage was used.
Employees' Provident Fund

Purpose
To calculate and deduct the employee and employer contributions to the provident fund. The system reads the infotype *Employees' Provident Fund (0196)* and uses the data to calculate the percentages of contribution. The contributions are then submitted to the EPF Board.

Prerequisites
The following actions must be performed:

- Infotype Employees’ Provident Fund (0196) must be updated.
- Set up the EPF payee details and employer reference number using the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose [EPF → Setting Up EPF Payee and Employer Reference Number](Extern).
- Set up the company rate in the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose [EPF → Setting Up Company Rate](Extern).
- Update the contract type of expatriates in infotype *Organizational Assignment (0001)*.

Update EPF-related payroll schemas and rules before running payroll.

Process Flow
The processing steps for EPF are:

- Data in infotype Employees’ Provident Fund (0196) is read.
- Data in infotype *Organizational Assignment (0001)* for employees with contract type Expatriate is read.
- A check to determine whether the employee currently contributes to EPF is carried out.
- The EPF statutory and company rates tables is read.
- If the employee is contributing at the statutory rate, the employee's contribution is calculated.
  - If the employee is contributing at the company rate, a check to see if the company rate is greater than or equal to the statutory rate is carried out.
  - If it is, then the employee contribution is calculated.
  - Otherwise, payroll will not process the employee.
- If an amount is entered, then the personal rate can be omitted OR can be less than the statutory rate. But the combination of personal rate and amount must be greater than or equal to the statutory rate.
- For retro-calculations, the difference is brought forward and multiplied by the current period's prevailing rate, for example, salary increment.
- All data is then stored in the relevant payroll tables.
EPF Borang A Report (RPCEBAL0)

Use
This function generates the EPF Borang A report for every employee who has valid payroll results, determined by the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), for a specific month.

Features
Based on the results from the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), the EPF Borang A report is generated and the following features are available:

- A separate SAPScript report (hardcopy) is generated for each Employer Reference Number, but a separate file (softcopy) is generated for each payee key.
- The function uses SAPScript to control the layout of the EPF Borang A report. Each time the format changes, SAP changes the SAPScript to match the new layout and makes this available to customers.
- The softcopy of the same can be generated either on your local hard disk/floppy (presentation server) or a Unix file on tape (application server).
- SAPScript can make the necessary font substitutions to suit various printers and thus retain the global layout.

See also:
Generating EPF Borang A Report [Seite 52]
Generating EPF Borang A Reports

Use

In this procedure, you are led through the steps to generate the EPF Borang A report.

Procedure

From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Per payroll period → Legal reporting → EPF (Borang A).

The Monthly report for EPF Borang A entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

29. Employer’s Ref no.

   This report can only be run for one employer reference number for the personnel number range entered in the standard selection section above.

30. If a range of check numbers are entered, each EPF report will be generated with a check number starting from the lower value in the range. In case the number of reports generated for the given set of personnel numbers exceeds the number of checks in the range, subsequent reports will not have any check number.

   Check number varies for payee key.

31. If Testing (Tape/Disk) is flagged, the PC/Unix files will not be generated.

32. Under EPF Monthly reporting format, the following formats are generated when it is selected:
   a. Tape - Generates a Unix text file
   b. Disk - Generates a PC text file
   c. List - Generates SAPScript output

33. The Customer Layout button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.

34. Filename is defaulted with filename 'EPFORMA' and path 'C:\TEMP' for PC file or path '/usr/sap/trans/tmp' for Unix file, but the user can change these if required. A default extension will be appended for the filename, like '01' for the first file, and so on.

35. Officer In-charge is the name of the person to be referred to by the EPF Board if required. The default is derived from the Administrators table (T526).

36. The default for IC Number is derived from the Personal IDs infotype (0185) if a link is maintained in the Communication infotype (0105) for the System user name subtype (0001).

37. The Designation of the officer in-charge is derived from the Organizational Assignment infotype (0001).

38. The default Phone No of the officer in-charge is derived from the Administrators table (T526).

39. Execute.
Result

- A EPF Borang A report is printed for each Employer Reference Number.
- A EPF Borang A report is printed for every employee based on the Employer Reference Number.
Creating an EPF Deduction

**Use**

The purpose of creating an EPF (Employees’ Provident Fund) deduction record for an employee is so that payroll can use the information to calculate the EPF deductions for a period.

**Prerequisites**

The company rates must be entered before performing the following procedure.

You can configure the Company Rates for EPF using the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose EPF → Setting Up Company Rate → Maintain the company rate [Extern].

**Procedure**

1. From the Area Menu, choose Human Resources → Personnel Management → Administration → HR Master Data → Maintain.
2. Enter the Personnel no. of the employee that an EPF record is to be created for.
3. Enter the infotype Employees’ Provident Fund (0196).
4. Choose Create.
5. Enter the effective date period for EPF deductions.
6. Under the Employee Information section:
   a. Enter the Employee EPF number issued by the EPF Board.
   b. Enter the EPF Initials also issued by the EPF Board.
      These initials are used for reporting to the EPF Board.
   c. Set the Contributing to EPF indicator if the employee is currently contributing to EPF.
      Due to recent legislation, no one is exempt from contributing to EPF. Therefore, this indicator must always be set.
   d. Select Old IC Number if the employee’s old IC Number is to be used in printing the EPF reports.
7. In the Contribution section:
   a. Choose the EPF contribution rate for employee and employer. Based on the Company Rates table, either the Statutory rate or the Company rate field is inactive. If the Statutory rate field is inactive, then the Company rate entry in the table is greater than the Statutory rate. Otherwise, the Statutory rate is greater than the Company rate.
   b. For the Personal rate, you can enter a percentage or an amount, or both. If an Amount is entered, then the Percentage can be omitted OR can be less than the Statutory rate. However, the combination of both must be greater than or equal to the Statutory rate.
8. Save.
Employees' Social Security

Purpose

Employees' Social Security (SOCSO) is the social security contributions for the employee. All employees who earn a salary of less than MYR 2,000 must contribute to this scheme. Contributions are based on the employee’s salary and are derived from the table supplied by the government.

To facilitate this, SOCSO supplies the following categories:

- When an employee has started contributing to SOCSO, the employee must continue to contribute until retirement. This includes the employer’s contribution.
  
  If an employee has never contributed to SOCSO before but would like to start, the employee can do so:

- If the employee is 50 years of age or more, only the employer is required to contribute to the fund, and not the employee.
Employees' Social Security

Purpose
To calculate and deduct employee and employer contributions, the system must read from the infotype Employees’ Social Security (0197) and uses the data to calculate the percentages of contribution. The contributions are then submitted to the SOCSO Office.

Prerequisites
The following actions must be performed:

- Infotype Employees’ Social Security (0197) must be entered.
- Set up the SOCSO payee details and employer reference number using the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose SOCSO → Setting Up SOCSO Payee and Employer Reference Number. [Extern]
- Set up the company rate using the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose SOCSO → Maintain SOCSO table [Extern].
- Enter SOCSO-related payroll schemas and rules before running payroll. This can be done in the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose SOCSO → Maintaining SOCSO-Related Payroll Schemas and Rules. [Extern]

Process Flow
The processing steps for SOCSO are:

- The data in infotype Employees’ Social Security (0197) is read.
- The earnings liable to SOCSO is obtained.
- The SOCSO rates table together with the previously gathered information is read, and the contributions retrieved.
- Employee and employer contributions are stored.
- SOCSO data is stored and the relevant payroll tables are filled.
Creating a SOCSO Deduction

Use
The purpose of creating a SOCSO deduction record for an employee is so that payroll can use the information to calculate the SOCSO deductions for a period.

Prerequisites
The categories for SOCSO contribution must be entered before performing the subsequent procedure:

- Category 1 - Employer and employee contributing for contributors aged below 55 years.
- Category 2 - Employer contributing only for contributors aged above 55 years or a contributor over 50 years who never contributed SOCSO who would like to start contributing.

You can configure the SOCSO categories using the Implementation Guide of the Payroll Malaysia component. Choose SOCSO → Maintain SOCSO table [Extern].

Procedure
1. From the Area Menu, choose Human Resources → Personnel Management → Administration → HR Master Data → Maintain.
2. Enter the Personnel no. of the employee that a SOCSO record is to be created for.
3. Enter the infotype Employees’ Social Security (0197).
4. Choose Create.
5. Enter the effective period for SOCSO deductions.
6. Enter the SOCSO number issued by the SOCSO Office.
7. Select Employee above 50 and first time contributor if the employee fits the criteria.
8. Select Old IC Number if the employee’s old IC Number is to be used in printing the SOCSO reports.
9. Save.
Monthly SOCSO Borang 8A Report (RPCS8AL0)

Use
This function generates the SOCSO Borang 8A report for every employee who has valid payroll results, determined by the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), for a specific month. This also generates the SOCSO contribution pay slip which is a legal summary report.

Features
Based on the results from the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), the SOCSO Borang 8A report is generated and the following features are available:

- The function uses SAPScript to control the layout of the SOCSO Borang 8A report. Each time the format changes, SAP changes the SAPScript to match the new layout and makes this available to customers.
- The softcopy of the same can be generated either on your local hard disk/floppy (presentation server) or a Unix file on tape (application server).
- A separate SAPScript report (hardcopy) is generated for each Employer Reference Number, but a separate file (softcopy) is generated for each payee key.
- SAPScript can make the necessary font substitutions to suit various printers and thus retain the global layout.

See also:
Generating Monthly SOCSO Report [Seite 59]
Generating SOCSO Borang 8A Reports

Use
In this procedure, you are led through the steps to generate the SOCSO Borang 8A report.

Procedure
From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Per payroll period → Legal reporting → SOCSO → Borang 8A.

The Monthly report for SOCSO Borang 8A entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

1. **Employer's Ref no.**
   This report can only be run for one employer reference number for the personnel number range entered in the standard selection section above.

2. Select the appropriate **Payment mode** (cash or check) to effect payment of tax to the SOCSO office. Only if the check option is selected, the check numbers will appear in the hardcopy SAPScript report.

3. If a range of check numbers are entered, each SOCSO report will be generated with a check number starting from the lower value in the range. In case the number of reports generated for the given set of personnel numbers exceeds this number range, subsequent reports will not have any check number.

4. If **Testing (Tape/Disk)/Background** is flagged, the PC/Unix files will not be generated.

5. Under **SOCSO BORANG 8A format**, the following formats are generated when it is selected:
   a. **Tape** - Generates a Unix text file
   b. **Disk** - Generates a PC text file
   c. **List** - Generates SAPScript output

6. The **Customer Layout** button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.

7. **Filename** is defaulted with filename 'SOCSO8A' and path 'C:\TEMPI' for PC file or path '/usr/sap/trans/tmp' for Unix file, but the user can change these if required. A default extension will be appended for the filename, like '01' for the first file, and so on.

8. **Officer In-charge** is the name of the person to be referred to by the EPF Board if required. The default is derived from the Administrators table (T526).

9. The default **Phone No** of the officer in-charge is derived from the Administrators table (T526).

10. **Execute**.

Result
- A SOCSO Borang 8A report is printed for each Employer Reference Number.
- A SOCSO Borang 8A report is printed for every employee based on the Employer Reference Number.
Monthly SOCSO Borang 8B Report (RPCS8BL0)

Use

This function generates the retro SOCSO Borang 8B report for every employee who has valid payroll results, determined by the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), for a specific month. It also reports arrears that is to be paid to the employee.

In the report, a list is generated of those who have paid contribution that is more than the contribution that should have been paid. This difference in the contribution amount due to retroactive payroll run has to recovered from the SOCSO authorities.

Features

Based on the results from the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), the SOCSO Borang 8B report is generated and the following features are available:

- The function uses SAPScript to control the layout of the SOCSO Borang 8B report. Each time the format changes, SAP changes the SAPScript to match the new layout and makes this available to customers.
- A separate SAPScript report (hardcopy) is generated for each Employer Reference Number.
- SAPScript can make the necessary font substitutions to suit various printers and thus retain the global layout.
- In the case of over-payment during the previous months, you can print out PKS50A from SAP system for claiming the amount.

See also:

Generating Monthly Retro SOCSO Report [Seite 61]
Generating SOCSO Borang 8B Reports

Use
In this procedure, you are led through the steps to generate the SOCSO Borang 8B report.

Procedure
From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Per payroll period → Legal reporting → SOCSO → Borang 8B.

The Monthly report for SOCSO Borang 8B entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

11. **Employer’s Ref no.**
   
   This report can only be run for one employer reference number for the personnel number range entered in the standard selection section above.

12. Select the appropriate *Payment mode* (*cash* or *check*) to effect payment of tax to the SOCSO office. Only if the check option is selected, the check numbers will appear in the hardcopy SAPScript report.

13. If a range of check numbers are entered, each SOCSO report will be generated with a check number starting from the lower value in the range. In case the number of reports generated for the given set of personnel numbers exceeds this number range, subsequent reports will not have any check number.

14. If *Testing* is flagged, the report will not be generated.

15. If *SAPscript Report* is flagged, a SAPScript output is generated.

16. The *Customer Layout* button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.

17. **Officer In-charge** is the name of the person to be referred to by the EPF Board if required. The default is derived from the *Administrators* table (T526).

18. The default *Phone No* of the officer in-charge is derived the *Administrators* from table (T526).

19. **Execute.**

Result

- A SOCSO Borang 8B report is printed for each Employer Reference Number.
- A SOCSO Borang 8B report is printed for every employee based on the Employer Reference Number.
Monthly SOCSO Borang 2 Report (RPCSB2L0)

Use
This report prints out the SOCSO Borang 2 form. This form is for employees who have joined the organization in the selected period.

Prerequisites
Make sure the employees in question have records in the *Employees' Social Security* infotype (0197).

Features
The report displays all employees who have joined the organization in the selected period of time.

See also:
[Generating SOCSO Borang 2 Report [Seite 63]]
Generating SOCSO Borang 2 Reports

Use
In this procedure, you are led through the steps to generate the SOCSO Borang 2 report for joiners.

Procedure
From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Per payroll period → Legal reporting → SOCSO → Borang 2 (Joiner).

The Borang 2 entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

20. **Employer’s Ref no.**
   This report can only be run for one employer reference number for the personnel number range entered in the standard selection section above.

21. The **Date of Joining Between…** denotes the selected period for reporting.

22. **Name** is the name of the person to be referred to by the EPF Board if required. The default is derived from the Administrators table (T526).

23. The **Customer Layout** button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.

24. **Execute**.

Result
- A SOCSO Borang 2 report is printed for each Employer Reference Number.
- A SOCSO Borang 2 report is printed for every employee based on the Employer Reference Number.
Monthly SOCSO Borang 3 Report (RPCSB3L0)

Use
This report prints out the SOCSO Borang 3 form. This form is for employees who have left the organization in the selected period.

Prerequisites
Make sure the employees in question have records in infotype Employees’ Social Security (0197).

Features
The report displays all employees who have left the organization in the selected period of time.

See also:
Generating SOCSO Borang 3 Report [Seite 65]
Generating SOCSO Borang 3 Reports

Use
In this procedure, you are led through the steps to generate the SOCSO Borang 3 report for leavers.

Procedure
From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Per payroll period → Legal reporting → SOCSO → Borang 3 (Leaver).

The Borang 3 entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

25. **Employer’s Ref no.**
    - This report can only be run for one employer reference number for the personnel number range entered in the standard selection section above.

26. Enter the **Month and Year of Leaving.**

27. **Name** is the name of the person to be referred to by the EPF Board if required. The default is derived from the Administrators table (T526).

28. The **Customer Layout** button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.

29. **Execute.**

Result
- A SOCSO Borang 3 report is printed for each Employer Reference Number.
- A SOCSO Borang 3 report is printed for every employee based on the Employer Reference Number.
SOCSO Checklist (RPCSCLL0)

Use

This report prints out a checklist of employees who are not contributing to SOCSO and whose individual salaries are less than MYR 2,000 per month.

Basically, this checklist is for the purpose of the Payroll Administrator to determine those employees who need to contribute to SOCSO, but are not.

Features

A report is printed displaying all employees who do not have a record in the Employees' Social Security infotype (0197) and whose individual salaries are less than MYR 2,000 in the month.

Activities

1. From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Per payroll period → Legal reporting → SOCSO → Membership Checklist.

   The SOCSO Checklist entry screen appears.

2. Enter the Personnel numbers of the range of employees who meet the above two conditions.

3. Enter the Payroll area they belong to.

4. Enter the Payroll Period this SOCSO checklist if for.

5. Execute.
Human Resource Development Fund

Purpose

The Human Resource Development Fund (HRDF) is the collection of HRD levies imposed by the HRD Act of 1992 for the purpose of training and re-training of employees. This is especially necessary in view of Malaysia's quest to attain the status of a developed nation by the year 2020.

It is compulsory for Malaysian employers to be registered with the HRD Council and pay the HRD Levy at the rate of 1% of their employees' monthly wages. As an incentive, the Government provides a subsidy at a flat rate of MYR 2.00 for every MYR 1.00 levy contributed.
Monthly Tabung Haji Report (RPCHTBL0)

Use

This program prints out the Tabung Haji report for the month based on the results stored by the Malaysian payroll drive (RPCALCL0). It includes contributions made to the Tabung Haji office.

Features

The report includes all contributions to the Tabung Haji fund.

Based on the results from the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), the Tabung Haji report is generated and the following features are available:

- The function uses SAPScript to control the layout of the Tabung Haji report. Each time the format changes, SAP changes the SAPScript to match the new layout and makes this available to customers.
- The softcopy of the same can be generated either on your local hard disk/floppy (presentation server) or a Unix file on tape (application server).
- SAPScript can make the necessary font substitutions to suit various printers and thus retain the global layout.

The report can be executed only on a monthly basis by providing the correct month's begin and end dates.

See also:

Generating the Tabung Haji Report [Seite 69]
Generating the Tabung Haji Report

Use

In this procedure, you are led through the steps to generate the Tabung Haji report.

Procedure

From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Per payroll period → Legal reporting → Tabung Haji.

The Monthly report for Tabung Haji entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

1. The Wage Type is already defaulted to D100 (Tabung Haji).
2. For Membership Type, enter L001 for Tabung Haji.
3. Select the appropriate Payment mode (money order or check) to effect payment of Tabung Haji to the Tabung Haji office.
4. Employer’s Ref no.
   
   This report can only be run for one employer reference number for the personnel number range entered in the standard selection section above.
5. If Testing (Tape/Disk) is flagged, the PC/Unix files will not be generated.
6. If Clean Up Process is flagged, the PC/Unix files will be generated in a format specified for clean up process.
7. Under Lembaga Tabung Haji format, the following formats are generated when it is selected:
   a. Tape - Generates a Unix text file
   b. Disk - Generates a PC text file
   c. List - Generates SAPScript output
8. The Customer Layout button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.
9. Filename is defaulted with filename 'T_HAJI' and path 'C:\TEMP' for PC file or path '/usr/sap/trans/tmp' for Unix file, but the user can change these if required.
10. Execute.

Result

A Tabung Haji report is printed for each Employer Reference Number.
Monthly ASB Report (RPCASBL0)

Use

This program prints out the ASB report for the month based on the results stored by the Malaysian payroll drive (RPCALCL0). It includes contributions made to the Amanah Saham Nasional Board (ASB).

Features

The report includes all contributions to the ASB fund.

Based on the results from the Malaysia payroll driver (RPCALCL0), the ASB report is generated and the following features are available:

- The function uses SAPScript to control the layout of the ASB report. Each time the format changes, SAP changes the SAPScript to match the new layout and makes this available to customers.
- The softcopy of the same can be generated either on your local hard disk/floppy (presentation server) or a Unix file on tape (application server).
- SAPScript can make the necessary font substitutions to suit various printers and thus retain the global layout.

The report can be executed only on a monthly basis by providing the correct month’s begin and end dates.

See also:

Generating the ASB Report [Seite 71]
Generating the ASB Report

Use

In this procedure, you are led through the steps to generate the ASB (Amanah Saham Nasional Board) report.

Procedure

From the SAP menu, select Human Resources → Payroll → Asia/Pacific → Malaysia → Subs. activities → Per payroll period → Legal reporting → ASB.

The Monthly report for ASB entry screen appears.

Besides the standard selection section of the entry screen, the following additional parameters need to be addressed:

11. The Wage Type is already defaulted to D110 (ASB).
12. For Membership Type, enter L002 for ASB.
13. Employer Reference number.

   This report can only be run for one employer reference number for the personnel number range entered in the standard selection section above.

14. Enter the Check - Number used to make payment of the contribution.
15. If Testing (Tape/Disk) is flagged, the PC/Unix files will not be generated.
16. Under Amanah Saham Nasional format, the following formats are generated when it is selected:
   a. Tape - Generates a Unix text file
   b. Disk - Generates a PC text file
   c. List - Generates SAPScript output
17. The Customer Layout button is used to associate a user-defined layout for the SAPScript report.
18. Filename is defaulted with filename 'ASB' and path 'C:\TEMP\' for PC file or path '
   /usr/sap/trans/tmp' for Unix file, but the user can change these if required.
19. Execute.

Result

An ASB report is printed for each Employer Reference Number.
Termination

Purpose

During the period of employment, a range of data is entered in the system for the employee. This data is stored in individual infotype records. If the employee leaves the company, certain infotype records must not be changed as they contain data that is retained for historical purposes. Other infotype records must be delimited in the system. You must ensure that the final payroll is run successfully, and that retroactive accounting has been performed, if necessary.

The Termination action type is used to document the fact that the employee has left the company. This action only offers you infotypes that must be edited when the employee leaves the company. For this reason, you need to run this action whenever an employee leaves the company.
Termination

Purpose
The termination process is divided into sub-processes. Each of these processes has a certain function.

Process Flow

- **Notification of Termination**
  - On running the notification action, the system shows the employee’s personal data such as name, position held, department, and date of joining the company. It also contains the date of tendering the resignation, the leaving date and the reason for leaving.
  - A record is created in the infotype Actions (0000). This record stores the ‘leaving date’ and the ‘reason for leaving’. The latter is used for statistical and reporting purposes only.

- **Actual Termination**
  - The employee’s employment status is changed to 0 when the termination action is run. Payroll accounting recognizes this status and as a result, the employee is not included in subsequent payroll runs.
  - Some infotype records are not automatically delimited by the system. When you perform the termination action, the infotypes that must be delimited, such as Recur. Payments/Deds (0014), Additional Payments (0015), and One-Time Payments Off-Cycle (0267), are displayed automatically on a list screen where you can delimit the infotypes.
  - All other data, such as organizational data, personal data, addresses, and basic payroll data, must remain in the system. The corresponding data records must not be delimited. This data is required if the employee receives a back-payment (overtime, leave compensation, and so on) after the last payroll run that includes the employee, or for other administrative purposes.
PY-MY Deductions

Purpose

This component calculates all payments to third-parties with the exception of taxes and garnishments that deducted directly from the employee’s salary. Maximum thresholds for deductions and outstanding payments are taken into account.
PY-MY Subsequent Activities

Purpose

The component comprises activities that you must perform after payroll accounting (gross – net payroll).
Wage and Salary Payments

Purpose

This component enables you to pay wages and salaries to employees, while taking into consideration country and bank-specific requirements and specifications. Moreover, you can make certain employee-specific payments to third parties (dependent on the country version), whereby the employee is not the payment recipient. The system offers different variants of wage and salary payments, which are used in various combinations by the individual country versions.

You can find technical information on wage and salary payments and notes on the necessary Customizing settings in the following sections:

- Payment-Related Information in the Master Data [Seite 77]
- Payment-Related Information in the Payroll Result [Seite 78]
- Preliminary Program for Data Medium Exchange [Seite 80]

You can find information on the posting of payment transactions in the documentation for Posting to Accounting, under Integration with the Posting of Payment Transactions [Extern].

Scope of Function

You can find information on wage and salary payments in the following sections.
Zahlungsrelevante Informationen in den Stammdaten


Im folgenden werden die länderunabhängigen Infotypen genannt, die zahlungsrelevante Informationen enthalten.

- Organisatorische Zuordnung (Infotyp 0001) [Extern]
- Daten zur Person (Infotyp 0002) [Extern]
- Anschriften (Infotyp 0006) [Extern]
- Bankverbindung (Infotyp 0009) [Extern]
- Externe Überweisungen (Infotyp 0011) [Extern]


Weitere Informationen darüber, wie das System die zahlungsrelevanten Informationen in den Stammdaten und im Abrechnungsergebnis auswertet, finden Sie unter Vorprogramm DTA [Seite 80].
Zahlungsrelevante Informationen im Abrechnungsergebnis

Die folgenden Tabellen im Abrechnungsergebnis enthalten zahlungsrelevante Informationen, die das System bei der Lohn- und Gehaltszahlung auswertet:

- Zahlungsinformationen (BT)
- Arbeitsplatz/Basisbezüge (WPBP)

Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT)


Einträge in der Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT) für Zahlungen an den Mitarbeiter

- Das Feld Zahlweg ist immer gefüllt.
- Die Felder Bankleitz. und Bankkto. sind gefüllt, falls der Zahlweg eine Bankverbindung verlangt.
- Die Felder Empfänger, PLZ und Ort sind gefüllt, falls Sie die entsprechenden Felder im Infotyp Bankverbindung (0009) [Extern] manuell überschrieben haben. Wenn Sie diese Felder im Infotyp Bankverbindung (0009) nicht manuell überschrieben haben, werden dort die Werte aus den Infotypen Daten zur Person (0002) [Extern] und Anschriften (0006) [Extern] angezeigt. In diesem Fall sind die Felder Empfänger, PLZ und Ort in der Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT) nicht gefüllt.

Einträge in der Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT) für mitarbeiterindividuelle Zahlungen an Dritte

- Der Eintrag in der Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT) für eine mitarbeiterindividuelle Zahlung an Dritte enthält entweder Detailinformationen aus dem Infotyp, der der Zahlung zugrundeliegt (Zahlweg, Bankverbindung, Name und Anschrift) oder einen Empfängerschlüssel im Feld Empf. Dieser Empfängerschlüssel verweist auf das Customizing des Personalmanagements, wo Sie die genannten Detailinformationen hinterlegen müssen.
- Das Feld Zweck in der Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT) ist gefüllt, wenn in dem Infotyp, der der Zahlung zugrundeliegt, ein Verwendungszweck angegeben wurde.
Beachten Sie, daß hier nicht auf alle Felder der Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT) eingegangen wird. Weitere Informationen darüber, wie das System die Informationen über den Zahlungsempfänger bestimmt, finden Sie unter Vorprogramm DTA [Seite 80] im Abschnitt "Funktionsumfang".

Tabelle Arbeitsplatz/Basisbezüge (WPBP)

Vorprogramm DTA

Verwendung

Um das Vorprogramm DTA zu starten, wählen Sie vom Bild SAP Easy Access aus Personal → Personalabrechnung → Abrechnung → Überweisung → Vorprogramm DTA.


Sie können das Vorprogramm DTA auch dann verwenden, wenn Sie innerhalb einer Abrechnungsperiode mehrere Teilzahlungen zu verschiedenen Terminen (qualifizierter Abschlag [Extern]) vornehmen wollen.

Das Vorprogramm DTA kann Zahlungen mit unterschiedlichen Zahlwegen [Extern] in einem Zahlungslauf auswerten. Die Zahlungsträgerprogramme, die die vom Vorprogramm DTA erzeugten Daten weiterverarbeiten, selektieren die entsprechenden Datensätze anhand des Zahlwegs.


Integration

Die vom Vorprogramm DTA erzeugten Regulierungsdaten werden von länderspezifischen Zahlungsträgerprogrammen des Finanzwesens verarbeitet, um Zahlungsträger (z. B. DTA-Dateien für die Bank, Schecks) zu erzeugen. Sie müssen diese Folgeprogramme starten, nachdem das Vorprogramm DTA die Abrechnungsergebnisse der Mitarbeiter ausgewertet und die Regulierungsdaten erzeugt hat.

Voraussetzungen

Sie haben die Personalabrechnung für die Abrechnungsperiode, für die Sie die Lohn- und Gehaltzahlung vornehmen wollen, beendet. (Ausnahme: Sie führen vor Beendigung der Abrechnung einen qualifizierter Abschlag [Extern] durch.)

Sie haben in Abstimmung mit dem Finanzwesen folgende Einstellungen überprüft oder vorgenommen:

- **Einrichtung der Zahlwege** (im Customizing des Personalmanagements unter Personaladministration → Persönliche Daten → Bankverbindung → Zahlweg festlegen [Extern])

- **Einrichtung der Hausbanken und Hausbankkonten** (im Customizing der Personalabrechnung unter Datenträgeraustausch → Vorprogramme zum Datenträgeraustausch → Hausbanken einrichten [Extern])

- **Festlegung der Absenderbanken** (über das Merkmal Kontoverbindung des Absenders bei Datenträgeraustausch (DTAKT) im Customizing der Personalabrechnung unter Datenträgeraustausch → Vorprogramme zum Datenträgeraustausch → Absenderbanken festlegen [Extern])

- **Festlegung des zahlenden Buchungskreises**, falls Sie nicht den im Infotyp Organisatorische Zuordnung (0001) hinterlegten Buchungskreis verwenden wollen (über das Merkmal Kontoverbindung des Absenders bei Datenträgeraustausch (DTAKT) im
Customizing der Personalabrechnung unter Datenträgeraustausch → Vorprogramme zum Datenträgeraustausch → Absenderbanken festlegen [Extern]).

- Zuordnung der Textschlüssel für den Zahlungsverkehr zu Überweisungslohnarten (im Customizing der Personalabrechnung unter Datenträgeraustausch → Vorprogramme zum Datenträgeraustausch → Textschlüssel Zahlungsverkehr prüfen [Extern]).

  Diese Zuordnung ist nicht in allen Länderversionen notwendig.

**Funktionsumfang**

Das Vorprogramm DTA liest für jedes aktuelle Originalergebnis der in einem Zahlungslauf verarbeiteten Mitarbeiter die Tabelle **Zahlungsinformationen** (BT) im Abrechnungsergebnis. Dabei führt das System für jeden Eintrag in dieser Tabelle die folgenden Schritte durch:

- Das System bestimmt die Informationen über den Zahlungsempfänger
  - aus dem Eintrag in der Tabelle **Zahlungsinformationen** (BT)
  - aus der Tabelle **Empfängerschlüssel** (T521B), wenn der Eintrag in der Tabelle **Zahlungsinformationen** (BT) einen Empfängerschlüssel enthält
  - aus den Infotypen **Daten zur Person** (0002) und **Anschriften** (0006), wenn der Eintrag in der Tabelle **Zahlungsinformationen** (BT) keinen Empfängerschlüssel und keine Empfängerdaten enthält

- Das System wertet das Merkmal **Kontoverbindung des Absenders bei Datenträgeraustausch** (DTAKT) aus, um folgende Informationen zu ermitteln:
  - den zahlenden Buchungskreis
  - die Hausbank
  - das Hausbankkonto

- Das System liest das Feld **Verwendungszweck** in der Tabelle **Zahlungsinformationen** (BT):
  - Wenn das Feld **Verwendungszweck** gefüllt ist, wird der Inhalt des Feldes in die Regulierungsdaten übernommen.
  - Wenn das Feld **Verwendungszweck** nicht gefüllt ist, wird der folgende Text verwendet: "Lohn/Gehalt", <Personalnummer>, <Abrechnungsperiode> oder "Rente/Pens.", <Personalnummer>, <Abrechnungsperiode>.

- Das System bestimmt die Zahlungswährung:
  - Wenn das Feld **Auszahlungswährung** in der Tabelle **Zahlungsinformationen** (BT) eine Währung enthält, wird diese Währung für die Zahlung verwendet.
  - Wenn das Feld **Auszahlungswährung** in der Tabelle **Zahlungsinformationen** (BT) keine Währung enthält, wird die Währung aus dem Feld **Währung der Tabelle Statusinformationen der Abrechnung** (VERSC) für die Zahlung verwendet.

- Das System liest die Bankleitzahlen der Hausbank und der Empfängerbank aus der Tabelle **Bankenstamm** (BNKA).

- Das System prüft die Zahlungsdaten auf Konsistenz. Wenn für einen Mitarbeiter eine Zahlung mit inkonsistenten Daten vorliegt, führt das System für diesen Mitarbeiter keine Zahlung aus.
Vorprogramm DTA

- Das System erzeugt für jeden Eintrag in der Tabelle *Zahlungsinformationen* (BT) einen Eintrag in den Regulierungsdaten.

**Selektion**

Das Selektionsbild des Vorprogramms DTA ist länderabhängig. Im folgenden werden nur die wichtigsten länderunabhängigen Parameter beschrieben.

*Überweisungen kennzeichnen*


*Lohnart*

Mit Hilfe dieser Eingabefelder können Sie einen Zahlungslauf auf bestimmte Lohnarten einschränken, um beispielsweise die für *Externe Überweisungen* (Infotyp 0011) erzeugten Lohnarten getrennt vom Gehalt des Mitarbeiters zu zahlen.

*Test*

Wenn Sie dieses Kennzeichen setzen, zeigt das System als Ergebnis eines Zahlungslaufs lediglich die durchzuführenden Zahlungen an. Es erzeugt keine Regulierungsdaten und verändert keine Daten im Abrechnungsergebnis.

**Ausgabe**

Das Vorprogramm DTA erzeugt einen Zahlungslauf, der Regulierungsdaten enthält. Sie können jeden Zahlungslauf durch die Kombination von *Programmlaufdatum* und *Identifikationsmerkmal* eindeutig identifizieren. Das *Identifikationsmerkmal* ergibt sich aus der sechsstelligen Systemzeit, zu der Sie das Vorprogramm DTA gestartet haben. Das System ersetzt die letzte Stelle der sechsstelligen Systemzeit im *Identifikationsmerkmal* durch ein P.


Die in einem Zahlungslauf enthaltenen Regulierungsdaten werden in den folgenden Tabellen gespeichert:

- *Verwaltungssätze für das Zahlungsprogramm* (REGUV)
- *Regulierungsdaten aus Zahlprogramm* (REGUH)
- *Bearbeitete Positionen aus Zahlprogramm* (REGUP)

Die Daten in diesen Tabellen werden von den Zahlungsträgerprogrammen des *Finanzwesens* weiterverarbeitet. Weitere Informationen finden Sie unter *Zahlen (FI-BL)* [Extern].

**Siehe auch:**

*Zahlungslauf wiederholen* [Seite 84]
Zahlungslauf wiederholen

Verwendung
Wenn ein Zahlungslauf nicht korrekt durchgeführt wurde (z. B. aufgrund eines Programmabbruchs) müssen Sie diesen Zahlungslauf wiederholen.

Voraussetzungen
Sie haben bei der Erzeugung des Zahlungslaufs, den Sie wiederholen wollen, das Kennzeichen Überweisungen kennzeichnen gesetzt.

Vorgehensweise
2. Tragen Sie zusätzlich in den Eingabefeldern Wiederholungslauf: Datum und Uhrzeit das Datum und die Uhrzeit des zu wiederholenden Zahlungslaufs ein.
   Durch diesen Eintrag wertet das System die Einträge in der Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT) aus, die das Vorprogramm DTA zwar mit Datum und Uhrzeit gekennzeichnet hat, aber deren Datum und Uhrzeit mit Ihrer Eingabe in den Eingabefeldern Wiederholungslauf: Datum und Uhrzeit übereinstimmt.
3. Wenn Sie nur die bereits gekennzeichneten Einträge in der Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT) auswerten wollen, setzen Sie das Kennzeichen nur gekennzeichnete Sätze.
   Wenn Sie dieses Kennzeichen nicht setzen, wertet das System auch Einträge in der Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT) aus, die noch nicht mit Datum und Uhrzeit gekennzeichnet sind.
4. Wählen Sie .
   Wenn Ihnen Datum und Uhrzeit des zu wiederholenden Zahlungslaufs nicht bekannt sind, gehen Sie wie folgt vor:
   2. Zeigen Sie die Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT) an.
Lohn- und Gehaltszahlung per Überweisung

Einsatzmöglichkeiten
Mit Hilfe dieses Prozesses stellt das System alle Informationen bereit, die von Ihrer Hausbank benötigt werden, um die Löhne und Gehälter an Ihre Mitarbeiter zu überweisen. Das System erstellt eine DTA-Datei mit dem zugehörigen DTA-Begleitzettel. Außerdem können Sie eine Begleitliste drucken, in der die einzelnen Zahlungen aufgelistet sind. Sie können die Begleitliste u. a. zur manuellen Buchung der Lohn- und Gehaltszahlung im Finanzwesen verwenden.

Ablauf
3. Sie stellen Ihrer Hausbank die erzeugte DTA-Datei zur Verfügung, damit die Überweisungen ausgeführt werden können.

Die folgende Grafik zeigt den Ablauf der Lohn- und Gehaltszahlung per Überweisung.
**Abrechnungsergebnis auswerten**

**Vorgehensweise**

1. Starten Sie das *Vorprogramm DTA [Seite 80]*.
2. Machen Sie die erforderlichen Angaben zu *Abrechnungsperiode, Selektion und Lohnarten*.

   Das System gibt eine Statistik über die ausgewerteten Personalnummern und Einträge in der Tabelle *Zahlungsinformationen* (BT) aus.

4. Notieren Sie sich das Programmlaufdatum und das sechsstellige Identifikationmerkmal. Sie müssen diese Werte später auf dem Selektionsbild des Zahlungsträgerprogramms angeben, mit dem Sie die *DTA-Datei erstellen [Seite 87]*.

**Ergebnis**

Das System wertet die Abrechnungsergebnisse der von Ihnen ausgewählten Mitarbeiter aus und speichert die Zahlungsinformationen als Regulierungsdaten auf der Datenbank.
DTA-Datei erstellen

Vorgehensweise

1. Starten Sie das Zahlungsträgerprogramm zur Erstellung von DTA-Dateien.
2. Geben Sie das *Programmlaufdatum* und das *Identifikationsmerkmal* des Zahlungslaufs ein, der verarbeitet werden soll.
3. Setzen Sie im Gruppenrahmen *Drucksteuerung* die Kennzeichen *Datenträgeraustausch* und *Begleitliste drucken*.
4. Geben Sie die weiteren erforderlichen Daten ein und wählen Sie 📋.

Ergebnis


Außerdem erstellt das System den DTA-Begleitzettel und die Zahlungsbegleitliste für diese DTA-Datei. Sie können die erzeugte DTA-Datei über die [Datenträgerverwaltung](#) weiterbearbeiten.
Datenträgerverwaltung

Verwendung

Die Datenträgerverwaltung (DTA-Verwaltung) unterstützt Sie bei der Verwaltung der Datenträger, die Sie im Finanzwesen bzw. im Personalwesen erstellen.


Sie erreichen die DTA-Verwaltung in den Ländermenüs der Personalabrechnung über Abrechnung → Überweisung → DTA Verwaltung.

Im Übersichtsbild der DTA-Verwaltung werden alle erstellten Datenträger zur angegebenen Selektion angezeigt. Pro Datenträger sind weitere Informationen aufrufbar. Markieren Sie dazu den gewünschten Datenträger.

Funktionsumfang

Die DTA-Verwaltung bietet Ihnen im einzelnen folgende Funktionen:

- **Datenträger-Attribute anzeigen**
  
  Wählen Sie dazu Zusätze → Datenträger-Attrib.
  
  Sie sehen zu dem ausgewählten Datenträger die folgenden Informationen:
  
  - Zahllaufidentifikation
  - ausführende Hausbank oder Clearingstelle
  - Datum und Uhrzeit der Erstellung des Datenträgers
  - Ersteller
  - regulierter Betrag in Währung
  - weitere technische Daten

- **Löschen eines einzelnen oder mehrerer Datenträger**

  Die zugehörigen Verwaltungsdaten werden dabei ebenfalls aus dem System entfernt. Markieren Sie den/die gewünschten Datenträger und wählen Sie dann die Funktion Bearbeiten → Datenträger löschen. Es erfolgt eine Sicherheitsabfrage. Wenn Sie diese bestätigen, werden die ausgewählten Datenträger gelöscht.

  Wenn Sie Datenträger aus mehreren Buchungskreisen löschen möchten, verwenden Sie dazu die Reorganisations-Funktion des Zahlprogramms.

  **Siehe auch:**
  
  DTA-Verwaltungsdaten buchungkreisübergreifend löschen [Extern].

- **Download einer oder mehrerer Dateien aus dem SAP-System oder dem Filesystem auf Festplatte oder Diskette**

  **Siehe auch:**
  
  Download der DTA-Datei auf Diskette [Extern].
• **Ausgabe des Inhalts eines Datenträgers auf den Bildschirm bzw. Druck des Inhalts**

  Wählen Sie dazu im Übersichtsbild der DTA-Verwaltung die Funktion *Bearbeiten → DTA-Inhalt anzeigen*.

  Die folgenden Funktionen stehen für Zahlungen aus der *Personalwirtschaft (HR)* nicht zur Verfügung.

• **Belege anzeigen**

  Wählen Sie dazu *Zusätze → Datenträger-Attrib.*, und dann *Umfeld → Belege anzeigen*. Mit der Funktion *Auswählen* verzweigen Sie in den ausgewählten Zahlungsbeleg.

• **Anzeige der Übernahmedaten nach Erhalt und Erfassen des Kontoauszugs**

  Wählen Sie dazu im Übersichtsbild der DTA-Verwaltung die Funktion *Zusätze → Bankverkehrs-Attribute*. Bei automatischer Verarbeitung von elektronischen Kontoauszügen werden die Felder der Gruppe *Kontoauszug* gefüllt.

• **Drucken der Begleitliste zum ausgewählten Datenträger**

  Wählen Sie dazu im Übersichtsbild der DTA-Verwaltung die Funktion *Umfeld → Begleitliste*.

• **Erstellen eines Avises**

  Wenn Sie nicht die maschinelle Übernahme elektronischer Kontoauszüge nutzen, sondern die Kontoauszugsdaten manuell eingeben, haben Sie mit der DTA-Verwaltung die Möglichkeit, diese Arbeit durch Avise zu vereinfachen.

  Sie können mit der Funktion *Umfeld → Belege-Avis erzeugen* zu einem ausgewählten Datenträger ein Avis erzeugen. Diese Avisnummer können Sie später beim Ausgleichsvorgang auf dem Bankverrechnungskonto angeben. Es werden Ihnen beim Ausgleichen dann nur die offenen Posten vorgeschlagen, die zu den im Avis angegebenen Zahlungen gehören.

  Weitere Informationen über die spezielle Verwendung dieser Funktion in Großbritannien, nämlich zum Erzeugen einer Telepay-Datei, finden Sie in der Dokumentation des Reports RFFODTA1.
Lohn- und Gehaltszahlung per Scheck

Einsatzmöglichkeiten


Ablauf

3. Das System speichert Informationen über die erzeugten Schecks in der Scheckverwaltung [extern].

Die folgende Grafik zeigt den Ablauf der Lohn- und Gehaltszahlung per Scheck.
Abrechnungsergebnis auswerten

Vorgehensweise

1. Starten Sie das Vorprogramm DTA [Seite 80].
3. Setzen Sie das Kennzeichen Überweisungen kennzeichnen (siehe Vorprogramm DTA [Seite 80]) und wählen Sie .
   Das System gibt eine Statistik über die ausgewerteten Personalnummern und Einträge in der Tabelle Zahlungsinformationen (BT) aus.
4. Notieren Sie sich das Programmlaufdatum und das sechsstellige Identifikationsmerkmal. Sie müssen diese Werte später auf dem Selektionsbild des Zahlungsträgerprogramms angeben, mit dem Sie die Schecks drucken [Seite 92].

Ergebnis

Das System wertet die Abrechnungsergebnisse der von Ihnen ausgewählten Mitarbeiter aus und speichert die Zahlungsinformationen als Regulierungsdaten auf der Datenbank.
Schecks drucken

Vorgehensweise


2. Geben Sie das Programmlaufdatum und das Identifikationsmerkmal des Zahlungslaufs ein, der verarbeitet werden soll.


4. Geben Sie die weiteren erforderlichen Daten ein und wählen Sie .

Ergebnis

Das System wertet die Regulierungsdaten des von Ihnen angegebenen Zahlungslaufs aus und druckt die Schecks und die Begleitliste. Außerdem erstellt das System die Begleitliste für die erzeugten Schecks und speichert Informationen über die erzeugten Schecks in der Scheckverwaltung [Extern].
Barzahlung mit Münzliste

Einsatzmöglichkeiten

Mit Hilfe dieses Prozesses stellt das System alle Informationen bereit, die Sie benötigen, um die Löhne und Gehälter bar an Ihre Mitarbeiter auszuzahlen. Das System erstellt:

- eine Münzliste mit der Anzahl der Geldscheine und Münzen, die Sie für die Barzahlung benötigen, in der Abrechnungswährung
- eine Auszahlungsliste, in der die Einzelzahlungen pro Mitarbeiter aufgeführt sind
- eine Unterschriftenliste, auf der Ihre Mitarbeiter den Erhalt des Betrages quittieren können

Im Unterschied zu den anderen Zahlungsprozessen, die das R/3-System für die Lohn- und Gehaltszahlung anbietet, werden bei der Barzahlung mit Münzliste keine Daten in Ihrem System gespeichert oder verändert. Im Rahmen dieses Prozesses werden lediglich die obengenannten Listen erzeugt.

Voraussetzungen

Sie haben im Infotyp Bankverbindung (0009) keinen Zahlweg angegeben.

Wenn das Feld Zahlweg im Infotyp Bankverbindung (0009) leer ist, speichert das System während der Personalabrechnung den Auszahlungsbetrag in der Lohnart /557 Barzahlung in der Ergebnistabelle (RT) im Abrechnungsergebnis der Mitarbeiter.

Das System speichert die Lohnart /557 Barzahlung nicht in der Tabelle Zahlungs Informationen (BT).

Ablauf

Das Programm Münzliste (Report RPCMLI00 oder RPCMLI09) wertet die Einträge in der Ergebnistabelle (RT) in den Abrechnungsergebnissen der Mitarbeiter für die Lohnart, die Sie auf dem Selektionsbild des Programms im Feld Lohnart des Nettobetrags eingeben, aus und erzeugt die folgenden Listen:

- Münzliste
- Auszahlungsliste
- Unterschriftenliste


Die folgende Grafik zeigt den Ablauf der Barzahlung mit Münzliste.
Abrechnungsresultat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geldsorte</th>
<th>Anzahl</th>
<th>Betrag in EUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.000,00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.000,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>500,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>400,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total (pers. subarea development) 2.974,05
PY-MY Reporting

Purpose
This component enables you to create reports and statistics.